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Abstract: This paper proposes an internal reconstruction of the vowel system of Pre-
Khroskyabs by analysing bound state apophony in modern Siyuewu Khroskyabs. While
most modern Khroskyabs dialects do not exhibit sufficient variations of bound state apophony,
Siyuewu Khroskyabs is conservative in this regard. The internal reconstruction deals with
the different reflexes between final and non-final vowels in modern Khroskyabs dialects,
and postulates a unified origin for them, by hypothesising two series of vowels, velarised
and plain. Velarisation in Pre-Khroskyabs is then compared with uvularisation in Tangut,
showing regular correspondences between the two. This work demonstrates that velarisa-
tion is an important feature that can be reconstructed back to Proto-Gyalrongic, and that
it helps us in understanding Trans-Himalayan historical linguistics. Additionally, it can be
seen through this paper that internal reconstruction is an indispensable procedure in re-
constructing the history of a language, as a significant portion of vocalic contrasts cannot
be reconstructed by cross-linguistic comparisons alone.
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1 Introduction
This paper aims to propose an internal reconstruction of the vowel system of Pre-Khroskyabs
(Gyalrongic, Sino-Tibetan), based on the bound state apophony exhibited by one of its most
conservative descendants, Siyuewu Khroskyabs.
The structure of the paper is outlined as follows. Sections 1.1 through 1.3 provide back-

ground information, including a profile of the Khroskyabs language and previous accounts,
a brief description of Khroskyabs’ phonology, as well as the problem that is dealt with
in this paper. Section 2 briefly presents bound states in different Gyalrongic languages,
including East Gyalrongic languages such as Japhug, Zbu and Bragbar Situ, and Wobzi
Khroskyabs, a close relative to Siyuewu. Section 3 describes the formation of bound state
in Siyuewu Khroskyabs in detail. Section 4 provides an internal reconstruction of relevant
vowels in Pre-Khroskyabs, hypothesising several sound changes concerning the opposition
between plain and velarised vowels in open syllables. In Section 5, I compare velarisa-
tion in reconstructed Pre-Khroskyabs forms with uvularisation in Tangut. Section 6 offers
concluding remarks.

1.1 The language and previous accounts
Gyalrongic languages are a subgroup of the Trans-Himalayan (or Sino-Tibetan) family
mainly spoken in Western Sichuan, China (Sun 2000a, 2000b). This subgroup has two
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main sub-branches, the East Gyalrongic branch and theWest Gyalrongic branch (see Sagart
et al. 2019 for the phylogeny of Trans-Himalayan). The East Gyalrongic branch includes
Japhug, Zbu, Situ and Tshobdun, and the West Gyalrongic branch includes Horpa-Stau
varieties, Khroskyabs, and Tangut (Lai et al. 2020), see Figure 1.

Gyalrongic

East Gyalrongic

Situ Japhug Tshobdun Zbu

West Gyalrongic

Khroskyabs Horpa-Stau Tangut
Figure 1: Gyalrongic languages.

Khroskyabs, the language treated in this paper, is spoken in Rngaba Prefecture, Sichuan,
China (Figure 2). Like almost all Gyalrongic languages, it exhibits complex phonology and
morphology. The main Khroskyabs dialect analysed in this paper is the Siyuewu dialect,
spoken by around 500 people in the Siyuewu village in Dzamthang County. Other di-
alects cited include Wobzi (Lai 2017), Guanyinqiao (Huang 2007), Njorogs ((Yin 2007)
and Xiaoyili Huang 2007; Sun 2005, 2008).
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Figure 2: Location of Khroskyabs in Sichuan, China.

Except for two grammatical sketches (Huang 2007; Yin 2007) and one reference gram-
mar (Lai 2017), previous research papers on Khroskyabs have mainly focused on syn-
chronic morphosyntactic and morphophonological analyses (Lai 2013b, Lai 2015, Lai
2016, Lai 2018), with limited discussion of diachronic developments.
Diachronic morphology in Khroskyabs was first discussed in Sun (2000b) from a Gyal-

rongic perspective. Recently, three papers deal with specific problems in Khroskyabs’
diachronic morphology. Lai (2021a) deals with the emergence and establishment of the
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chain of inflectional prefixes in Siyuewu Khroskyabs. Lai (2020), comparing two better
described varieties, Wobzi and Siyuewu, discusses the evolution of inverse marking from
Pre-Khroskyabs to modern varieties. Finally, Lai (2021b) offers a reconstruction for the
ablauting system of verbs in Khroskyabs through internal reconstruction, proposing several
sound changes concerning closed syllables; relevant points from which will be presented
in Section 4.2.

1.2 Synchronic phonological inventory of Siyuewu Khroskyabs
The consonant inventory of Siyuewu Khroskyabs is illustrated in Table 1. There are 41
consonant phonemes in total.
Table 1: Consonant inventory of Siyuewu Khroskyabs.

Bilabial p pʰ b m
Labio-dental f v
Dental s z ts tsʰ dz
Alveolar t tʰ d ɬ l n
Alveolo-palatal ɕ ʑ tɕ tɕʰ dʑ
Retroflex ʂ tʂ tʂʰ dʐ r
Palatal c cʰ ɟ ç j
Velar k kʰ g ɣ ŋ
Uvular q qʰ χ ʁ

The vowel chart of Siyuewu Khroskyabs is shown in Figure 3. Siyuewu Khroskyabs
exhibits a seven-vowel system, with three front vowels, three back vowels and a central
vowel.

ɑ
æ

ə

u

oe

i

Figure 3: Siyuewu Khroskyabs vowel inventory.

Two tones are attested in Siyuewu Khroskyabs, a high tone, ǽ, and a falling tone, æ̂.
Minimal pairs showing tonal contrast are shown in Table 2. In this paper, tones are not
taken into consideration for reconstructed forms, as too little is known about the tonogen-
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esis of Khroskyabs.
Table 2: Tonal contrast in Siyuewu Khroskyabs.

High tone Gloss Falling tone Gloss
ɣlé hare ɣlê flute
ví bottom vî do
rŋɑ́ face rŋɑ̂ hunt
jú rob jû utter

1.3 Overview of the problem
Ablaut, or apophony, is not only present in verbs in Khroskyabs, but can also be found in
non-verbal constructions. Through internal reconstruction of nominal apophony, a series
of reconstructions for open syllables can be proposed. As is apparent from the following
two examples, these open syllables are not easily reconstructible by comparing Khroskyabs
dialects alone.
First, in modern Khroskyabs varieties, there are two vowels widely found in open syl-

lables. Khroskyabs -i and -ɑ (or -a in some dialects) both correspond to East Gyalrongic
*-a, as illustrated in Table 3. Though these vowels are clearly related, examination of the
different Khroskyabs dialects provides no stable evidence to propose a systematic recon-
struction for -i and -ɑ, such that *-a1> -i and *-a2> -ɑ (assuming that *-a1 and *-a2 were
once related through a certain phonological operation). One would have to reconstruct*-i
for modern -i and *-ɑ for modern -ɑ in these cases. Following this logic, the distinction
must have been made before the branching off of Khroskyabs from Proto-Gyalrongic.
Table 3: Khroskyabs -i and -ɑ corresponding to East Gyalrongic *-a.

Gloss Siyuewu Wobzi (ʁɑgû) Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Njorogs Japhug
axe rvî rvî rvî rví tɯ-rpa
tooth ɕəvî ɕɥî ɕɥî ɕɣî tɯ-ɕɣa
shoe ɣzî jzî ɣzî ɣzí tɯ-xtsa
this year pəv̂i pəv̂i pəv̂i pívi ɣɯjpa
face rŋɑ́ rŋɑ́ rŋɑ́ rŋá tɯ-rŋa
corruption mgɑ̂ tɯ-mga
fly (insect) ɣvɑzɑ́ jvɑzɑ́ ɣvɑzɑ́ βɣɤza
mule tærkɑ̂ tærkɑ́ tarkâ tɤrka
climb nrʁər̂ʁɑ rʁər̂ʁɑ rʁər̂ʁɑ nɯrʁɯrʁa

Second, the vowel -o in East Gyalrongic languages corresponds to -e and -o in Khroskyabs
varieties, demonstrated in Table 4. These vowels correspond to *-aŋ in Proto-East-Gyalrongic
(Jacques 2004: 228–232), which gives -o in modern Japhug. The conditioning factors that
have caused the -o/-e division are still unclear, but will be made clear in this paper.
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Table 4: Khroskyabs -e and -o corresponding to East Gyalrongic *-o< *-aŋ.

Gloss Siyuewu Wobzi (ʁɑgû) Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Njorogs Japhug
see vdê vdê vdô vrô mto
be hard rɣê rɣê rɣô rko
be high brê æ-brê ɐ-brô bró mbro
dream rmô rmô rmô rmó tɯ-jmŋo
show stô stô stô stót sɯmto
be deaf nbô mbô mbô mbóʔ ɣɤmbɣo

Comparisons with Japhug may suggest that Khroskyabs dialects making this distinction
have -o after bilabials corresponding to Japhug -ɣo or -ŋo. Yet, Japhug preserves the
medial -ɣ- after consonants of other places of articulation such as tɣV; thus, this line of
investigation proves insufficient to explain the correspondence between Khroskyabs stô
‘show’ and Japhug sɯmto ‘show’ (one would expect †sɯmtɣo in Japhug).1
To account for the development of these vowels, Lai (2017) originally suggested the

sound changes *-oˠ > -o and *-o > -e, based on the existence of velarised vowels in the
Xiaoyili variety of Khroskyabs.
While in most cases, Xiaoyili velarisation corresponds to the velarisation proposed in

Lai (2017), indicating that the Xiaoyili case is probably inherited from the ancestral lan-
guage (see also the supplementary material2), Xiaoyili might have undergone secondary
sound changes that have led to a number of innovative velarised or plain vowels. It will be
shown in this paper that Lai’s (2017) original assumption was aimed in the right direction,
however, dialectal comparison alone is not enough to reconstruct velarisation in this case.
One has to settle for *-o1 > -o and *-o2 > -e.
As external evidence is insufficient for a systematic reconstruction of such seemingly

related vowel pairs, one must turn to internal evidence. Irregular vocalic alternations pro-
vide clues to the sound changes that may have led the same proto-vowel to develop into
different modern vowels. Conducting internal reconstructions based on these alternations
is therefore necessary along with cross-linguistic comparisons (Campbell 2013: 211). To-
wards this end, this paper focuses on nominal apophony found in the bound state in a
conservative variety of Khroskyabs, Siyuewu, and proposes an internal reconstruction of
the affected vowels.

2 Bound state apophony in Gyalrongic languages
I follow Jacques (2021) in using the term “bound state”, which was previously termed “con-
struct state” in Jacques (2012b) to address a similar phenomenon apparent in incorporation-
like constructions (ILCs) in Japhug.

1The dagger symbol indicates an expected but unattested form.
2The supplementary material can be downloaded from the following link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zen-

odo.4748664
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In Japhug, there are two differences between an absolute noun and a noun in the bound
state, which Jacques uses to refer to nominal stems in ILC verbs and the first element
of a compound noun. First, bound state nouns do not require possessive prefixes that
are obligatory for some nouns. Second, open syllable nouns undergo vowel changes in
bound state forms. For example, the bound state of the noun tɯ-ku ‘head’ is kɤ-, as
found in the compound noun tɯ-kɤ-rme ‘hair (on the head)’; the noun tʂu ‘road’ combines
with tɤ-mtʰɯm ‘meat’ to form tʂɤ-mtʰɯm ‘provision of meat for the road’, with the vowel
changed from -u to -ɤ (Jacques 2012b: 1215). Vowel changes in bound state nouns in
Japhug are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Bound state apophony in Japhug.

Base Bound state
-a -ɤ-/-a-
-o -ɤ-/-a-
-e -ɤ-/-a-
-u -ɤ-/-a-
-i -ɯ-

In Bragbar Situ, the resulting vowel in a bound state noun is the corresponding central
vowel of the non-bound state form’s vowel or diphthong: -i and -u become -ə, -e and -o
become -ɐ, and -iɛ becomes -a (Zhang 2020). See Table 6 for examples.
Table 6: Bound state apophony in Bragbar Situ.

Base rhyme Base noun Bound state
-i tə-ɟí ‘water’ ɟə-
-u pəɟû ‘mouse’ pəɟə-
-e ɕê ‘wood’ ɕɐ-
-o kə-ɟók ‘sheep’ kə-ɟɐk-
-iɛ baliɛ̂ ‘bull’ bala-

In Zbu, bound state nouns involve an invariable shift towards the central vowel -ɐ
(Gong 2018: 117–118). See Table 7.
Table 7: Bound state apophony in Zbu.

Base rhyme Base noun Bound state
-éʔ kwəzéʔ ‘dog’ kwəzɐ-
-ê ʁdortê ‘balcony’ ʁdortɐ-
-íʔ tɐwí ‘Tawi (place name)’ tɐwɐ-
-î kʰwî ‘house’ kʰwɐ-
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Wobzi Khroskyabs, a Khroskyabs variety closely related to Siyuewu, exhibits a simple
bound state apophony pattern similar to that of Zbu. The bound state apophony is apparent
on open syllables only, with the resulting vowel invariably presented as -æ, or -ɑ after
uvulars (Lai 2017: 163–164). See Table 8.
Table 8: Bound state apophony in Wobzi Khroskyabs.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
jvî mill jəm̂ house jvæjəḿ mill house
sê wood -pʰo CLF sæpʰô tree
kʰɑ̂ mouth mpʰjǽr be beautiful kʰæ̂mpʰjær courtesy
jdə̂ water †mər mouth jdæməŕ well
ʁbrô yak pʰo M ʁbræpʰó (name of a mountain spirit)
vɟú human rŋí be wild vɟærŋí yeti
ʁû head kʰə̂ back ʁɑk̂ʰə back of the head

There is apparent regularity in apophony within bound state noun forms across Gyal-
rongic languages, indicating a significant effect of analogy. Analogy blurs information
about language history by eliminating irregular alternations. As in the case of Wobzi
Khroskyabs, the invariable change towards -æ in all bound state nouns leaves few clues
about the development of the morphological operations. The Siyuewu dialect, on the other
hand, shows more conservative patterns with a greater variety of vocalic alternations in
bound state nouns.

3 The bound state in Siyuewu Khroskyabs
This section describes the formation of the bound state in Siyuewu Khroskyabs. In Siyuewu
Khroskyabs, the bound state is usually found within compounds which usually involve a
non-verbal component (in most cases a noun). Verb-verb compounds with bound state
exist in a few instances. Most of the forms exhibiting bound state are open syllables,
although a small portion of them are closed syllables.
There is no measurable mode of predicting whether or not a given compound will

exhibit bound state. Two theories can be proposed to account for this unpredictability.
First, for some vowels, a bound state did not develop due to the fact that these particular
vowels do not change under the condition where bound state emerged, that is, the bound
state of these vowels remains the same as what they originally are. Second, bound state
has ceased to be productive, with recent compounds no longer exhibiting it. Distinguishing
the first case from the second will require both internal and external comparisons, though
some cases will not be easy to verify.
In Section 3.1, I present information on bound state apophony for non-verbal com-

pounds. In Section 3.2, verbal compounds, including incorporation-like constructions and
verb-verb compounds, are presented.
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3.1 Non-verbal compounds with bound state
This section presents non-verbal compounds with bound states, sorted according to the
vowel of the base. Most of the compounds are semantic nouns, but occasional semantic
adverbs are also attested. Examples are exhaustively listed for every case.

3.1.1 Constructional types of non-verbal compounds
Lai (2017: 163–169) finds two types of nominal compounding in Wobzi Khroskyabs which
are most adequately described using the Sanskrit terms Tatpuruṣa and Dvandva. Tatpuruṣa
are determinative nominal compounds where the first component serves as the modifier
of the second. Dvandva is the juxtaposition of two components without dependency of one
upon the other.

Tatpuruṣa is the dominant type of compounding involving bound state. Lai & Zhang
(2019) summarise six subtypes of Tatpuruṣa in Siyuewu Khroskyabs, according to the se-
mantic role of the first component. Three of the six types attest bound states: genitive,
dative and descriptive. The other three compounding types, locative, resultative, and the-
matic, are not attested.

1. Genitive
• Component 1 is the possessor of component 2: pʰɑɣ̂ ‘pig’ + gɑv́ ‘foot’→ pʰæ̂gɑv
‘pig’s foot’

2. Dative
• Component 1 is the recipient of component 2: pʰɑɣ̂ ‘pig’ + zbjú ‘Urtica’ →
pʰæ̂zbju ‘Urtica dioica’ (literally ‘urtica for pigs’, as this species of urtica is used
to feed pigs)

3. Descriptive (Karmadhāraya)
• Component 1 describes certain characteristics of component 2: bró ‘horse’ +
vdzú ‘thorn’ → brævdzú ‘Cirsium shansiense’ (the leaves of this plant look like
the neck of a horse with mane hair)

Dvandva is mainly found in social collective nouns, such as zæ̂vi ‘father and son’, com-
posed of zî ‘son’ and vî ‘father’, and væ̂me ‘father and mother, parents’, from vî ‘father’
and mê ‘mother’.
Among compounds serving semantic roles as nouns, there are instances of noun-adjective

compounds that exhibit bound state. Examples include ɣzæ̂bɑ ‘old shoe’, composed of ɣzî
‘shoe’ and bɑ̂ ‘old’, vɟærŋí ‘yeti, wild human’, composed of vɟú ‘human’ and rŋí ‘wild’, etc.
Noun-verb compounds as action nouns exist with a few examples, such as ɣvæ̂nmæʁ

‘eating tsampa for medical purposes’, where ɣvæ- is the bound state of ɣvɑ̂ ‘tsampa’, and
nmæʁ is a verb meaning ‘eat powder-like food’. These constructions are most often found
within incorporation-like constructions. ILC’s are usually semantic verbs, instead of action
nouns, as we will see in Section 3.2.1.
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Compounded numerals also exhibit a bound state. In Gyalrongic languages, numerals
usually have two types of forms, a full form that can be used independently, and one
or several dependent compound forms that attach to elements like classifiers or other
numerals. For example, the independent numeral mŋɑd́ ‘five’, appears as mŋê- in mŋêtsə
‘fifty’, and mŋɑ-̂ in mŋɑ-̂lo (five-CLF).
Remnants of old diminutive derivations exhibit bound state. For example, pjezə́ ‘spar-

row’ is the diminutive form of the unattested †pji ‘bird’, cognate with the Japhug pɣa
‘bird’.3 The diminutive marker -zə is related to zî ‘son’.
Finally, in addition to apophony, bound state forms might have other types of segmen-

tal changes. For instance, the bound state of sqí ‘sister’ has an additional aspiration, as in
sqʰeɕə́ ‘sisters’, sɣəvzí ‘uncle and nephew’, from əɣ̂o ‘uncle’ and zî ‘son’, attests a circumfix
s-...v- indicating kinship relation. These segmental changes are out of the scope of this
paper, and will not be discussed in detail.
The fact that certain components either have no attested known source, or are totally

etymologically obscure suggests that these bound state forms are old and contain informa-
tion about earlier stages of Khroskyabs.

3.1.2 i as non-bound state vowel
Base forms with i as the non-bound state vowel exhibit three types of apophony in the
bound state, alternating with -e-, -æ- and -ɑ-.4 See Table 9. Most examples show an -i ∼
-æ- alternation, while the other two are less frequently attested.5

3The form with a dagger, †pji ‘bird’, is unattested. Given Japhug pɣa ‘bird’, as Japhug -a regularly corre-
sponds to -i in Khroskyabs, the expected corresponding form in Khroskyabs would be †pji. The other forms
with a dagger in Table 9 are unclear; they are therefore represented with the same forms as in the compounds.

4Bound state vowels and closed syllable vowels are surrounded by two hyphens: -V-, final vowels are
only preceded by a hyphen and followed by nothing: -V.

5Tibetan loanwords are marked with “[tib]” behind the gloss. The dagger symbol indicates an expected
but unattested form.
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Table 9: i as non-bound state vowel.
First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
†pji bird -zə DIM pjezə́ sparrow
djî musk deer ɕî flesh [tib] djêɕi musk deer meat
tɕʰî road kʰə̂ back tɕʰekʰə́ side of the road
sqí sister †ɕə ? sqʰeɕə́ sister
vî father mê mother væ̂me father and mother
ɣvî mill jəm̂ house ɣvæjəḿ mill house
zî son vî father zæ̂vi son and father
zî son stɑɣ̂ be alone zæ̂stɑɣ only son
ɣzî shoe bɑ̂ old ɣzæ̂bɑ old shoe
tɕʰî road †de ? tɕʰædé side of the road
tɕʰî road †go LOC? tɕʰægo-(χjɑme) Plantago asiatica
ɕî flesh [tib] rqú be dry and hard ɕæ̂rqu beef jerky
χɕí grass †spo ? χɕæspó simple warehouse
rkʰî wool reel dəvô spindle rkʰæ̂dvo wool reel on the spindle
mî surely =stɑ PART mɑŝtɑ surely
mɲí farmland =lɑ LOC mɲɑlɑ́ farmland

3.1.3 æ as non-bound state vowel
Base forms with æ as the non-bound state vowel are almost all closed syllables, as evi-
denced by the first four examples in Table 10. Their codas are -r, -z, -d and -ɣ. In fact, the
vowel æ, in theory, occurs exclusively in closed syllables. The last two examples in the
table, involving the concept ‘fly (insect)’, do not have an attested independent base form
attested. The Bragbar Situ cognate kəvɐŝ indicates a closed syllable as well. Therefore,
the Khroskyabs independent form should have an a-like vowel, probably †ɣv[æ]z. As we
have no direct evidence for the coda, I stick to the form †ɣvæ/ɣvɑ in Table 10.
There are two apophonic patterns for -æ forms, alternating with e and ɑ.

Table 10: æ as non-bound state vowel.
First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
ɣmæ̂r last night †dʑəmêr the night before ɣmedʑəmêr the night before last night
rtsæ̂z deer rə̂ horn rtsêrə deer horn
tsʰǽd goat dʑə́ skin tsʰêdʑə goat skin
ɣnæ̂ɣ two snə̂ day ɣnêsnə two days
†ɣvæ/ɣvɑ fly (insect) †rju ? ɣværjú bee
†ɣvæ/ɣvɑ fly (insect) †-zɑ DIM ɣvɑzɑ́ fly (insect)

3.1.4 ɑ as non-bound state vowel
As for base forms with ɑ as the non-bound state vowel, there are two apophonic patterns:
-ɑ→ -e-, and -ɑ→ -æ-. See Table 11.
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Table 11: ɑ as non-bound state vowel.
First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
vjɑd́ eight -tsə ten vjêtsə eighty
ɕəvɑŕ night ɟə PL ɕvêrɟə night time
mŋɑd́ five -tsə ten mŋêtsə fifty
pʰɑɣ̂ pig gɑv́ foot pʰæ̂gɑv pig’s foot
pʰɑɣ̂ pig rŋí be wild pʰærŋí boar
pʰɑɣ̂ pig zbjú Urtica pʰæzbjú Urtica dioica
pʰɑɣ̂ pig †-tsi DIM pætsí piglet
pʰrɑɣ̂ rock fté slope pʰræ̂fte cliff
pʰrɑɣ̂ rock qé root pʰræqê cave
ɣvɑ̂ Tsampa nmæʁ eat (powder-like food) ɣvæ̂nmæʁ eating tsampa for medical purposes
rɟɑ̂ Chinese [tib] lmóɣ mushroom rɟæ̂lmoɣ (a kind of mushroom)
rɣɑ̂ calf lé excrement rɣælé excrement of calf
rŋɑ́ face mdôʁ colour [tib] rŋæ̂mdoʁ facial expression

3.1.5 e as non-bound state vowel
The non-bound state vowel e alternates with -æ-, as shown in Table 12.6
Table 12: e as non-bound state vowel.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
zbjê Maṇi stone †pi ? zbjæpî flat stone
fté slope †pæʁ ? ftæ̂pæʁ forehead
sê wood †vo ? sæ̂vo well arranged firewood
sê wood ɬpʰǽʁ leaf sæ̂ɬpʰæʁ tree leaf
sê wood qé ? sæqé tree root
†fse early morning †dí day fsædí the day after tomorrow

3.1.6 ə as non-bound state vowel
The non-bound state vowel ə has three apophonic patterns. It alternates with -e-, -æ-, and
in two examples with -o-, ŋojəq̂e ‘everywhere’ and xsôvrji ‘three hundred’ (as well as other
numerals or classifiers with xsô- ‘three’). The -jəq̂e part of ŋojəq̂e ‘everywhere’ could be
composed of=jə ‘genitive’ and qé ‘source’. See Table 13.

6The form †fse ‘early morning’ is not attested independently, however, it is attested as a reduplicated form
in snə-̂fsə∼se ‘recently (literally today’s morning)’. See Section 4.3.1 for further discussions on this category.
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Table 13: ə as non-bound state vowel.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
sjəd̂ ten ftɕêɣ six sjeftɕéɣ sixteen
sjəd̂ ten vdə̂ four sjevdə́ fourteen
ɣdə̂ water †mər mouth ɣdæməŕ well (noun)
ɣdə̂ water †ʁju fish? ɣdæʁjú fish
sjəd̂ ten ræ̂ɣ one sjævrǽɣ eleven
xsəm̂ three vrjî hundred xsôvrji three hundred
ŋə̂ no matter what †jəqe ? ŋojəq̂e everywhere

3.1.7 o as non-bound state vowel
The non-bound state vowel o exhibits three apophonic patterns in the bound state, alter-
nating with -e- in one example, merbə́ ‘tear (noun)’, from môɣ ‘eye’; with -ə- in another
example, sɣəvzí ‘uncle and nephew’, from əɣô ‘uncle’; and with -æ- in other cases. See
Table 14.
Table 14: o as non-bound state vowel.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
môɣ eye †rbə ? merbə́ tear (noun)
əɣô uncle zî son sɣəvzí uncle and nephew
bró horse vdzú thorn brævdzú Cirsium shansiense
bró horse ɣəm̂ door bræɣəm̂ (place name)
rbô top of a house †ʁle ? rbæʁlé top of the fifth floor

3.1.8 u as non-bound state vowel
The non-bound state vowel u alternates with -ə-, -æ- and -o- in the bound state, as illus-
trated by Table 15. One of the cases given in which u alternates with -ə- is found in a
Wobzi word, qʰəzə́ ‘bowl’ (originally the diminutive form), which coexists with qʰû ‘bowl’
in Wobzi. In Siyuewu, qʰû is the only word for ‘bowl’. We include this example for two
reasons. First, although we mainly base ourselves on the Siyuewu dialect, it is reasonable
to turn to other varieties when Siyuewu examples prove insufficient. Second, the vocalic
systems in Wobzi and in Siyuewu are more or less the same, without major phonological
differences.
It is noteworthy that vɟú ‘human’ has two bound states, vɟæ- on the one hand, as in

vɟærŋí ‘yeti’, and vɟo- on the other, as in vɟôstɑ ‘a single person’. This alternation is im-
portant for the reconstruction of the final vowel -u, as will be shown in Section 4.3.2.
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Table 15: u as non-bound state vowel.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
vdzû thorn pʰrəm̂ white vdzæpʰrəḿ (a kind of plant)
vdzû thorn †qǽʁ ? vdzæqǽʁ (a kind of fruit)
vɟú human rŋí be wild vɟærŋí yeti
vɟú human =stɑ alone vɟôstɑ a single person
skû scallion †læɣ stick? skôlæɣ garlic
lú milk ʁəḿ oil on milk loʁəḿ oil on milk
ʁû head rmə̂ hair ʁormə́ hair of the head
ʁû head †fsə ? ʁôfsə exchange labour
ʁû head †zəɣ ? ʁozəɣ́ comb
qʰû bowl †zə DIM qʰəzə́ bowl (Wobzi)
rŋû fry †pæʁ ? rŋəpǽʁ popcorn
ɲû ear ʁɟô hole ɲəʁ̂ɟo ear piercing

3.1.9 Bisyllabic bound states
A handful of bound states involve bisyllabic words. In these examples, apophony affects the
second syllable, whose vowel is invariably changed to -ə-. See the examples in Table 16.
This process seems to be completely affected by analogy, and its origin is not detectable
for the time being. It will therefore not be discussed in Section 4, where we account for
the historical development of bound state apophony.
Table 16: Bisyllabic bound states.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
sjæmŋɑd́ fifteen ɕər time (CLF) sjæmŋə-̂ɕər fifteen times
fsædí the day after tomorrow mêr night fsædəm̂er the night in two days
tʰæmé finger cʰǽd be big tʰæməĉʰæd thumb

3.1.10 Summary of bound state apophony in Siyuewu Khroskyabs
Table 17 summarises all the types of apophony attested in Siyuewu Khroskyabs’ bound
states (except for bisyllabic bound states, which are not relevant to this paper).
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Table 17: Summary of apophony in the bound state.

Non-bound state vowel Bound state
-i -e-, -æ-, -ɑ-
(-æ-) -e-, -ɑ-
-ɑ -e-, -æ-
-e -æ-
-ə -æ-, -o-
-o -æ-, -ə-
-u -æ-, -o-, -ə-

3.2 Verbal compounds with bound state
There are two types of compounds which are semantic verbs in Siyuewu Khroskyabs that
exhibit bound state, incorporation-like constructions, presented in Section 3.2.1, and fos-
silised reduplications, presented in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Incorporation-like construction
Incorporation-like constructions (ILC) in Gyalrongic languages were first studied system-
atically by Jacques (2012b) in Japhug. These constructions are verbs that consist of a
nominal component and a verbal component. They cannot be classified as incorporations
by definition (Gerdts 1998; Mattissen 2003; Mithun 1984; Sapir 1911), as they require
a denominal prefix to acquire the verbal status. Jacques (2012b) proposes that ILCs in
Japhug underwent four evolutionary stages, as shown in (1).
(1) Noun-verb compound→ Action noun→ Denominalisation→ ILC
For instance, the Japhug ILC nɤ-qʰa-ru ‘look back’ consists of the bound state of (ɯ-)qʰu

‘back’, the verb ru ‘look’, as well as the denominal prefix nɤ-. The form without the
denominal prefix, qʰaru ‘a look back’ is an attested action noun, which leaves no doubt
that nɤ-qʰa-ru ‘look back’ is a denominal derivation.
Because most ILCs in Japhug are denominal verbs, they cannot be counted as real

incorporations. The case of Khroskyabs is slightly different. Lai (2017: 405–409) finds
ILCs with denominal prefixes as well as real incorporations in Wobzi Khroskyabs, and
hypothesises that ILCs in Wobzi Khroskyabs underwent similar evolutionary steps as those
of Japhug, and then made a step further to create real incorporations by reanalysing the
denominal prefixes as homophonous verbal derivational prefixes.
In Siyuewu Khroskyabs, as in Wobzi, there are both ILCs and real incorporating verbs,

which probably followed the same pathway, as shown in Table 18. The form tɕʰêrdə ‘be
far’, consisting of tɕʰî ‘road’ and the unattested †rdə ‘be long’,7 is a case of real incorpora-
tion. The form nʁopʰəḿ ‘cover the head’, from ʁû ‘head’ and pʰəḿ ‘cover’, is an ILC with

7The cognates in Stau dialects are attested in words such as Mazur Stau dʑi ‘be long’ and Geshiza dʑi ‘be
long’.
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the denominal prefix n-. As a detailed analysis of incorporation in Siyuewu Khroskyabs is
beyond the scope of this paper, in this section, we only focus on the bound state of these
constructions.
In Table 18, ILCs or incorporations exhibiting bound state are shown. There are three

non-bound state vowels attested, -i, -æ and -u. They do not exhibit new patterns that are
non-existent in non-verb compounds: -i alternates with -e- and -æ-, -ɑ with -e- and -æ-,
while -u with -o-.
Table 18: Incorporation-like constructions in Siyuewu Khroskyabs demonstrating bound state.

Nominal Gloss Verbal Gloss ILC Gloss
rvî axe †jæd ? rvæ̂jæd chop
ɕəvî tooth †rəm ? ŋɕəværəḿ be of the same age
tɕʰî road †rdə long tɕʰêrdə be far
rtɑ̂ horse [tib] †rjəɣ [tib] to run χterjəɣ̂ run
rtɑ̂ horse [tib] †rɟəɣ [tib] to run χtærɟəɣ̂ run
sɑ̂ land [tib] jô defend sæ̂jo defend one’s land
sɑ̂ land [tib] lǽd release sælæ̂d see off
kʰɑ̂ mouth [tib] mpʰjǽr be beautiful kʰæ̂mpʰjær be courteous
zgɑ̂ saddle [tib] †ɬtɑ ? zgæ̂ɬtɑ put on a saddle
ʁû head †ləle (light verb) nʁôləle spin
ʁû head nʁê return nʁônʁe be dizzy
ʁû head pʰəḿ cover nʁopʰəḿ cover one’s head
ʁû head pʰjə̂ change nʁôpʰjə swap labour

3.2.2 Fossilised Reduplication
A few verbs with fossilised reduplication exhibit bound state, but none of these show a
previously unattested pattern. Examples include the verb rcʰærcʰê ‘tie together’, from the
verb rcʰê ‘tie’, and nvæ̂vi ‘adjust, to correct’, from vî ‘do’.

4 Internal reconstruction
This section proposes an internal reconstruction of open syllables involving bound state. I
will begin by presenting the importance of investigating alternations in Section 4.1. Special
note is made of the fact that a given sound may undergo different changes in different
positions, and may exhibit varying degrees of archaism or innovation.
The present internal reconstruction is closely related to the sound changes proposed

in Lai (2021b). As such, Section 4.2 presents a brief introduction of the article’s main
findings on the sound change processes associated with velarisation.
The following sections present a two-step procedure for conducting internal reconstruc-

tion. Section 4.3 represents the first step of analysing apophonic patterns in the bound
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state, and proposes a preliminary reconstruction. Next, in Section 4.4, the reconstruction
is refined with evidence from other Gyalrongic varieties.

4.1 Archaic forms across syllable structure types
Sound changes may be conditioned by different phonological environments. A single
proto-phoneme may formally split according to the positions in which it occurred. Some
modern reflexes are closer to their ancestor clearly demonstrating a common origin across
different positions. These different sound change pathways lead to phonological irregu-
larities across related dialects or languages.
Observing irregularities, more often than not, helps us to better understand the history

of the language (Meillet 1925: 25). Proto-Algonquian was thought not to have initial *o,
as all *o’s appeared after a consonant. Hockett (1981: 53, 57) proposes the sound change
*we> *o after a consonant to explain this gap. Thus, both the first syllable in wecopahkik
‘root’ and the o in ’qotanku ‘eleven’ in Malecite–Passamaquoddy (Eastern Algonquian) are
to be reconstructed as *we, with the modern initial reflex being more conservative (Francis
et al. 2008).
From Old Chinese to Middle Chinese, vowels are better preserved in closed syllables

than in open syllables. Baxter & Sagart (2014: 220) note an alternation caused by the
suffix *-s, as shown in (2); They also report an alternation between the zero coda and *-ŋ,
as shown in (3) and (4) (Baxter & Sagart 2014: 227) . The Old Chinese vowel *-a is well
preserved in the closed syllable *-aŋ, while becoming -u in open syllables.
(2) a. 度 *[d]ˤak-s> *[d]ˤa-s> Middle Chinese dù ‘measure (noun)’

b. 度 *dˤak> Middle Chinese dak ‘measure (verb)’
(3) a. 無 *ma> Middle Chinese mju ‘not have’

b. 亡 *maŋ> Middle Chinese mjaŋ ‘disappear’
(4) a. 于 *ɢʷ(r)a> Middle Chinese ɦju ‘go; be at’

b. 往 *ɢʷaŋ> Middle Chinese ɦjwáŋ ‘go to’
In the examples above, the same proto-phoneme underwent different sound changes

under different conditions. The historical linguist should be able to account for these
alternations and reconstruct them with the same phoneme.
Sound alternations within a given language can be internally reconstructed together

with external comparative work, as alternations may contain information about the lan-
guage’s history. Since Siyuewu Khroskyabs exhibits such alternations, it is important to
explore them and find out their history, which is the main problem I will be dealing with
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in the rest of this section.8

4.2 Sound changes proposed by Lai (2021b) concerning closed syllables
Lai (2021b) examines verbal ablaut in Siyuewu Khroskyabs, and proposes several sound
changes in closed syllables from Pre-Khroskyabs to modern Siyuewu Khroskyabs. Verbal
ablaut only occurs in closed syllable in Siyuewu Khroskyabs. Sound changes in closed
syllables are closely related to those in bound states. As will be shown in the rest of the
paper, bound state vowels and vowels in closed syllables are to be treated in the same way.
Lai (2021b) hypothesises two series of vowels, a plain series and a velarised series.

The velarisation reconstructed in Lai (2021b) is reflected as posterior or rounded features
within closed syllable vowels in the modern language.9
The sound changes of closed syllable vowels paired by velarisation are listed in (5).
(5) a. *-æC> -æC

b. *-æˠC> -ɑC 10
c. *-əC> -æC
d. *-əˠC> -oC 11
e. *-oC> -æC
f. *-oˠC> -oC
g. *-i(ˠ)C> -iC
h. *-u(ˠ)C> -uC
i. *-ɯ(ˠ)C> -əC

From these proposed sound changes, it is easy to see that the modern vowel æ is charac-
teristic of closed syllables, as plain *-əC, *-oC and *-æCmerged into modern -æC.12 Only

8Despite the importance of internal reconstruction, its use in Trans-Himalayan historical linguistics is
surprisingly rare, with so many languages presenting complex alternation patterns. Furthermore, it has seen
nearly zero application in the study of Gyalrongic languages. Most internal reconstructions concern verbal
inflection, such as Li (1933), Coblin (1976) and Jacques (2012a) on Tibetan verbal morphology, Jacques
(2009) on Tangut verb stem alternation, Michailovsky (2012) on Dumi verbs, as well as Jacques et al. (2012) on
the structure of Khaling verbs. Lai (2021b) on verb ablaut in Siyuewu Khroskyabs is the only publication which
proposes internal reconstruction focusing on a modern Gyalrongic language. Internal reconstruction of non-
verbal constructions is so far still an untouched domain. The following reconstruction therefore emphasises the
role of internal reconstruction of non-verbs in Gyalrongic, as well as Trans-Himalayan, historical linguistics.

9Bifurcate vocalic systems opposing plain versus phonetically marked vowels is widely found in Burmo-
Gyalrongic languages. The phenomenon was first reported in Sun (2000a) (on Northern Horpa) and Sun
(2004) (on Zbu), followed by a series of phonetic and phonological studies devoted to vocalic uvularization
in Northwestern Qiang (Evans et al. 2016; Sun & Evans 2013), as well as pharyngealised vowels in Northern
Horpa (Chiu & Sun 2020; Lin et al. 2012). Modern velarisation in velarity-conservative Khroskyabs dialects
(such as Xiaoyili) should be studied experimentally in the future.
10Except *-æ(ˠ)ʁ> -æʁ.
11When followed by -m, -om> -əm, the same applies to *-oˠm which became -əm via -om.
12Open syllables in -æ are very rare, nearly all of them are simplified from closed syllables.
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velarised vowels preserved their original contrasts. The relations between proto-rhymes
and modern rhymes can be summarised in Table 19.13

Table 19: Summary of proto-rhymes and modern rhymes in closed syllables.

Proto-rhymes Modern rhymes
-æ(ˠ)C -æC, -ɑC
-ə(ˠ)C -æC -oC
-o(ˠ)C -æC, -oC
-ɯ(ˠ)C -əC

4.3 Internal reconstruction of Pre-Khroskyabs vowel system
In Section 4.3.1, I will first make the claim that the bound state vowel -e- is in reality a
conditioned variant of -æ- resulting from vowel harmony. Section 4.3.2 will focus on the
reconstructions of bound states with -æ- and -o- , and Section 4.3.3 on those with -ə-.

4.3.1 -e-: a conditioned variant of -æ-
Table 20 reproduces all the apophony patterns attested in the bound state from Table 17.
Table 20: Summary of apophony in the bound state (reproduced).

Non-bound state vowel Bound state
-i -e-, -æ-, -ɑ-
(-æ-) -e-, -ɑ-
-ɑ -e-, -æ-
-e -æ-
-ə -æ-, -o-
-o -æ-, -ə-
-u -æ-, -o-, -ə-

Three vowels in the bound state also regularly occur in closed syllables: -æ-, -o- and
-ɑ-. Both -ɑ- and -o- occur in the same rows with -æ-, but there is no contact between -ɑ-
and -o- in the same row. This mapping is exactly the same as that of the modern rhymes
presented in Table 19.
Given this similarity, one must ask what happened to the bound states -e- and -ə-,

which are shaded in Table 20. The bound state -ə- will be treated later, but for now I will
focus on -e-. A closer look at the syllable structures where -e- appears suggests that -e-
is conditioned by specific phonological environments. Table 21 lists examples with -e- as
the bound state vowel.

13The rhymes *-i(ˠ)C and *-u(ˠ)C are not included because they do not exhibit apophony.
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Table 21: Bound states with -e-.

Example Gloss
djêɕi musk deer meat
sjeftɕéɣ sixteen
ɣmedʑəmêr the night before last night
pjezə́ sparrow
tɕʰekʰə́ side of the road
sqʰeɕə sister
rtsêrə deer horn
tsʰêdʑə goat skin
ɣnêsnə two days
vjêtsə eighty
ɕvêrɟə night time
tɕʰêrdə be far
mŋêtsə fifty
sjevdə́ fourteen
merbə́ tear (noun)

We can see from the table that most of the forms with -e- as the bound state vowel
exhibit a CeCə structure, while the remainder are CeCi or CeCeC structures. All the
vowels in the second syllables are middle to high vowels, -ɕi, -ftɕeɣ and -mer in particular
are high vowels. Thus, some of the final -ə’s in the table may have high vowel origins.
This conclusion is supported by cognates found in Wobzi Khroskyabs and the Geshiza and
Mazur Stau dialects: pjezə́ ‘sparrow’ is cognate with Wobzi Khroskyabs pjizí, tɕʰêrdə ‘be
far’ is cognate with Geshiza tɕædʑi ‘be far’, snə̂ ‘day’ in ɣnêsnə ‘two days’ is cognate with
Geshiza sni ‘day’, and merbə́ ‘tear (noun)’ cognate with Mazur Stau mubli ‘tear’. As such,
the schwa -ə here could be postulated as originating from a higher vowel, *-ɯ.
In light of the regular syllable structure of the bound states with -e- attested in Siyuewu,

we can reasonably hypothesise that -e- is actually -æ- heightened by the high vowel in the
following syllable, as shown by the representative examples in (6). This vowel harmony
process is a Siyuewu innovation, as it is unattested in other known Khroskyabs dialects. It
may also represent an early historical layer of the bound state of Siyuewu, as there are a
few other cases that do not exhibit vowel harmony.
(6) a. *djæ̂ɕi> djêɕi

b. *sjæftɕéɣ> sjeftɕéɣ
c. *pjæzə́> pjezə́

As a result, some compounds which exhibit e in both the absolute and bound states
could very well have exhibited a different vowel earlier on, which was later obscured
by vowel harmony, as shown in Table 22. All these examples show structures that trigger
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vowel harmony, and it is reasonable to assume that they were originally *fsæmêr, *fsæ̂skʰə
and *sæ̂sə.
Table 22: Possible alternations due to vowel harmony.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
†fse early morning mêr night fsemêr tomorrow night
†fse early morning †skʰə ? fsêskʰə previous period
sê wood †sə fruit? sêsə wild berry

4.3.2 Bound states with -æ- and -o-
Knowing that -e- in the bound state was historically a conditioned variant of -æ-, the
mappings of bound state vowels to the closed syllables reconstructed in Lai (2021b) can
be summarised as shown in Table 23.
Table 23: Comparison of apophonic pairs for bound state vowels and closed syllables.

Bound state Closed syllable
-æ-, -ɑ- -æC, -ɑC
-æ-, -o- -æC -oC

As the mappings between bound state vowels and closed syllables are exactly the same,
it is natural for one to suspect that bound states developed in the same way as closed
syllables in Siyuewu Khroskyabs. Bound state vowels and the vowels of closed syllables can
both be considered “non-final vowels”, and should be reconstructed in a similar fashion. In
short, one needs to hypothesise that final vowels and non-final vowels underwent different
sound changes in Siyuewu Khroskyabs.
We can now simplify Table 20 into Table 24, with only -æ-, -ɑ- and -o- as bound state

vowels.
Table 24: Summary of bound state apophony related to final vowels.

Non-bound state vowel Bound state
-i -æ-, -ɑ-
-ɑ -æ-
-e -æ-
-ə -æ-, -o-
-o -æ
-u -æ-, -o-

If non-final vowels (in the bound state and in closed syllables) are of the same nature,
they must share the same reconstructions with the closed syllables proposed in Lai (2021b).
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Following the same logic, the proto-bound-states are reconstructed as follows:
(7) a. -æ- and -ɑ-, both related to the non-bound state vowel -i, are reconstructed as

*-æ- and *-æˠ-:
*-æ-> -æ- (*væ-me> væ̂me ‘father and mother’)
*-æˠ-> *-ɑ- (*mɲæˠ-læˠ> mɲɑlɑ́ ‘farmland’)

b. -æ-, related to the non-bound state vowel -ɑ, is also reconstructed as *-æ-:
*-æ-> -æ- (*ɣvæ-nmæʁ> ɣvæ̂nmæʁ ‘eating tsampa for medical purposes’)

c. -æ-, related to the non-bound state vowel -e, is reconstructed as *-e-:14
*-e-> -æ- (*se-ɬpʰæʁ> sæ̂ɬpʰæʁ ‘tree leaf’)

d. -æ- and -o-, both related to the non-bound state vowel -ə, are reconstructed as
*-ə- and *-əˠ-:
*-ə-> -æ- (*ɣdə-mər> ɣdæməŕ ‘well’)
*-əˠ-> -o- (*xsəˠ-vrji> xsôvrji ‘three hundred’)

e. -æ- related to the non-bound state vowel -o is reconstructed as *-o-:
*-o-> -æ- (*bro-vdzu> brævdzú ‘Cirsium shansiense’)

f. -æ- and -o-, both related to the non-bound state vowel -u, is provisionally
reconstructed as *-o- and *-oˠ-, and will be discussed further below:
*-o-> -æ- (*vɟo-rŋæ> vɟærŋí ‘yeti’)
*-oˠ-> -o- (*skoˠ-læɣ> skôlæɣ ‘garlic’)

The proto-bound-states can be summarised in Table 25.
Table 25: Proto-bound states.

Non-bound state vowel Bound state Proto-Bound-state
-i -æ-, -ɑ- *-æ-, *-æˠ-
-ɑ -æ- *-æ-
-e -æ- *-æ-
-ə -æ-, -o- *-ə-, *-əˠ-
-o -æ- *-o-
-u -æ-, -o- *-o-, *-oˠ-

It may be hypothesised that the non-bound state vowels and the proto-bound-states
were originally the same vowels, with their present variation conditioned by their posi-
tions.
14This reconstruction implies *-eC> -æC, which further predicts that -eC does not exist in modern Siyuewu

Khroskyabs. Rhymes in -eC do, however, exist in modern Siyuewu Khroskyabs. With less than 20 instances,
most of them are non-native or non-etymological. The rhyme -em is borrowed from Tibetan, for example,
sêm ‘heart’ from Tibetan sems ‘heart’. Some of the codas after -e- are of unknown origin, for example, fsêr
‘lead’ corresponds to Wobzi Khroskyabs fsê ‘lead’, as well as to Japhug mtsʰi ‘conduct’, both cognates without
a coda. -eC as a rhyme in Khroskyabs represents a minority of the entire vocabulary. The problem of -eC ’s
development is yet to be resolved.
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From Table 25, it is obvious that -i and -ɑ are related: first, -i and -ɑ are both in
contact with -æ-, and second, -i has -ɑ- as one of its bound state vowels. Therefore, I
reconstruct*-æ for -i and *-æˠ for -ɑ.
The reconstructions of -e and of -ə are more straightforward. *-emay be reconstructed

for -e, but there is no evidence for a velarised *-eˠ from the perspectives of bound state.
Similarly, *-ə may be reconstructed for -ə. The likely velarised counterpart *-əˠ, will be
treated later.
The vowels -o and -u should be analysed together. The reconstruction of -u is prob-

lematic if we postulate simply *-u. Of the sound changes proposed in Lai (2021b), *-uC>
-uC does not support the reconstruction of *-u for -u, because one would expect modern
†-u- in the bound state on the basis of such a reconstruction. As such, the modern -u and
its bound state vowels could not have been *-u in the proto-language. We must therefore
conduct separate reconstructions for this -u that became *-o- and *-oˠ- in bound state.
Observing attested cases of -o and -u, we can see that the two merged in bound state.

Although -o only exhibits -æ- (*-o-) as the bound state, it is because the velarised version,
*-oˠ-, producing -o- in modern Siyuewu, did not evolve into a modern bound state, which
by definition is different from the final. For instance, ntsoré ‘vegetable soup’ from ntsó
‘vegetable’ with ré ‘soup’,mosnəḿ ‘brother and sister’ frommô ‘brother (female-speaking)’
with snəḿ ‘younger sister (male-speaking)’, and xtɕôpʰə ‘leper’ from xtɕô ‘leprosy’ with
†-pʰə ‘NMLZ’. It is conceivable, in light of the unchanged o in both final and non-final
positions, to reconstruct final -o in the same way as non-final -o-, that is, *-oˠ> -o.15 The
reflex of final *-o will be discussed in Section 4.4.
As for -u exhibiting -æ- and -o- as bound state vowels, I propose *-ʊ(ˠ)> -u. The effect

of velarity on this final vowel is unreconstructable. The fact that vɟú ‘human’ has both vɟæ-
and vɟo- as bound states supports this reconstruction (see Section 3.1.8). vɟú ‘human’ must
be reconstructed as *vɟʊ(ˠ) in order to account for its modern bound state vowels, -æ- (<
*-ʊ-) and -o- (< *-ʊˠ-).
The syllable with a bilabial nasal final, *-oˠm, should have produced †-om in the mod-

ern language, however, this syllable is prohibited by the phonotactics of Siyuewu. Rather,
as will be explained in Section 4.4, it became -əm.
See (8) for the sound changes reconstructed so far for final vowels.
(8) Sound changes for final vowels

a. *-æ> -i
b. *-æˠ> -ɑ
c. *-e> -e
d. *-ə> -ə
e. *-ʊ(ˠ)> -u
f. *-oˠ> -o

15We will also see that there is a possibility to reconstruct *əˠ for these cases in Section 4.3.3, if we only
consider the bound state behaviour of these o’s. However, the reconstruction of *əˠ must be accompanied
by other evidences, such as verbal ablaut, vowel harmony, as well as external comparisons, otherwise, *oˠ
should be considered in the first place.
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See (9) for the sound changes reconstructed so far for non-final vowels.
(9) Sound changes for non-final vowels

a. *-æ-> -æ-
b. *-æˠ-> -ɑ-
c. *-e-> *-æ-> -æ-
d. *-ə-> -æ-
e. *-əˠ-> -o-
f. *-ʊ-> *-o-> -æ-
g. *-ʊˠ-> *-oˠ-> -o-
h. *-o-> -æ-
i. *-oˠ-> -o-

4.3.3 Bound states with -ə-
In this section, I deal with the bound state vowel -ə- that was left unreconstructed in
Section 4.3.2. Examples are reproduced in Table 26.
Table 26: Examples of bound state -ə-.

First component Gloss Second component Gloss Compound Gloss
rŋû fry (barley) †pæʁ ? rŋəpǽʁ popcorn
qʰû bowl †zə́ DIM qʰəzə́ bowl (Wobzi)
ɲû ear ʁɟô hole ɲəʁ̂ɟo ear piercing
əɣô uncle zî son sɣəvzí uncle and nephew

According to Lai (2021b), modern non-final -ə- should be reconstructed as *-ɯ(ˠ)-,
therefore these non-bound state vowels -u must be related to *-ɯ(ˠ)-. As a result, I recon-
struct *-ɯˠ for these -u’s.
The case of sɣəvzí ‘uncle and nephew’ (related to əɣô ‘uncle’) is problematic. Following

the logic of our reconstruction, the form sɣəvzí should be reconstructed as *s-ɣɯ(ˠ)-v-zæ,
with the non-final vowel *-ɯ(ˠ)-. However, such a reconstruction faces problems from
comparative evidence. There exists an -ə- :: -æ- correspondence between Siyuewu and
other varieties of Khroskyabs, especially Wobzi (ʁɑgû) and Guanyinqiao, which generalise
the bound state vowel -æ- (-a- in Guanyinqiao) from the final vowels *-æ, *-o and *-ə, as
shown in Table 27. However, Siyuewu -ə-, so far, can only reflect Pre-Khroskyabs *-ɯ-.
Therefore, the correspondence between Siyuewu -ə- and Wobzi -æ- in Table 27 is irregular
and must be explained specifically. I am going to explain this from two aspects.
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Table 27: -ə- :: -æ- correspondence between Siyuewu and other Khroskyabs varieties.

Siyuewu Wobzi (ʁɑĝu) Guanyinqiao Gloss
tsʰəgí tsʰægí tsʰagí clothes
dɣərcʰé gærcʰǽ pig skin
ʁjəl̂e jalé Tibetan bread

First, The vowels in the second syllables in the Siyuewu examples in Table 27 are
all high vowels, -i and -e, as shown in Section 4.3, these vowels were able to trigger
vowel harmony in a certain stage in Siyuewu Khroskyabs’ history. It is reasonable that the
irregularity is caused by vowel harmony, which heightened those Siyuewu bound state
vowels to *-ɯ-, hence -ə- in modern Siyuewu.
As *-æ- and *-o(ˠ)- would be heightened to -e- by vowel harmony, the most reasonable

choice is to postulate *-ə- for the forms in Table 27 in that its heightening to *-ɯ- is both
intuitively and logically plausible. Coming back to the Siyuewu form sɣəvzí ‘uncle and
son’, although no Wobzi and Guanyinqiao cognates are attested, the syllable structure
suggests a possible effect of vowel harmony: *s-ɣə-v-zæ > *s-ɣə-v-zi > *s-ɣɯ-v-zi >
sɣəvzí.
Second, the cognate of Siyuewu əɣô ‘uncle’ in Guanyinqiao Khroskyabs is aɣə̂ ‘maternal

uncle’, suggesting that Siyuewu -o is somehow related to -ə. In light of these two pieces
of evidence, the final vowel of Siyuewu əɣô ‘uncle’ must be related to *-ə(ˠ). I therefore
reconstruct *-əˠ to account for its change into modern -o.
The sound changes hypothesised in this section are listed in (10).
(10) Final vowels

a. *-ɯ> -ə (*ɲɯ> ɲə̂ ‘ear (a free variant of ɲû ‘ear’)’)
b. *-ɯˠ> -u (*rŋɯˠ> rŋû ‘fry (barley)’)
c. *-əˠ> -o (*ɯɣəˠ> əɣô ‘uncle’)

In non-final positions, as Lai (2021b) suggests, the contrast of *-ɯ- and *-ɯˠ- disap-
peared, with both resulting in -ə- in modern Siyuewu.

4.3.4 Supporting evidence from other constructions or Khroskyabs dialects
Some isolated evidence inside Khroskyabs supports a few of our reconstructions.

1. The diminutive Siyuewu form, pætsí ‘piglet’, is related to pʰɑɣ̂ ‘pig’ and a variant
of the diminutive suffix †-tsi. According to our logic, it should be reconstructed
as *pætsæ. The identical vowel found in both syllables would be a sign of vowel
harmony. There is some evidence that vowel harmony may have once been regular
for diminutives, examples include ɣvɑzɑ́ ‘fly (noun)’ and qʰəzə́ ‘bowl (Wobzi)’, etc.
There is, however, no explanation for the unaspirated consonant p- for ‘pig’, the non-
lenited consonant ts- for the diminutive suffix, as well as the fact that the form is not
affected by vowel harmony.
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2. The open syllable word rqú ‘be dry and hard’ has a closed syllable free variant, which
is a closed syllable: rqəd́. The final -d is of unknown origin. The addition of the coda
-d changes the vowel from -u to -ə. According to our reconstruction, rqú needs to
be reconstructed as *rqɯˠ, and rqəd́ as *rqɯˠd. Final *-ɯˠ would produce -u, hence
rqú, and non-final -ɯˠ- would produce -ə- (Lai 2021b: 112), hence rqəd́.

3. The open syllable word rvî ‘axe’ is related to ə-̂rvæd, a classifier for the action of
chopping with an axe. The form rvæd is clearly derived from rvî followed by a
nominalising suffix -d. I reconstruct rvî as *rvæ, and rvæd as *rvæd, explaining the
vowel difference in these two forms.

4. The word for ‘fish’ has different structures in Siyuewu and in Wobzi Khroskyabs, see
Table 28.

Table 28: ‘Fish’ in different Khroskyabs dialects.

Siyuewu Wobzi Japhug
ɣdæʁjú ʁdojú qaɟy

The uvular ʁ- in Khroskyabs is related to qa- in Japhug which is probably the remnant
of a classifier for animals (Jacques 2014b: 158–159; Matisoff 2003: 134–135). ɣdæ-
and do- in the Khroskyabs dialects are clearly from ɣdə̂ ‘water’, and jú is cognate
of -ɟy in Japhug, which probably meant ‘fish’. The “animal prefix” ʁ- is differently
placed in the two Khroskyabs dialects: after ‘water’ in Siyuewu, and before ‘water’ in
Wobzi. According to our reconstruction, the word ‘water’ should be reconstructed as
*ɣdə. In Siyuewu, *ɣdə underwent the normal bound state vowel change, becoming
ɣdæ-. While in Wobzi, the vowel became -o- and the pre-initial ɣ- was dropped. We
need to assume that the proto-form in Wobzi was *ʁ-ɣdə-ju, and that the sequence
*ʁɣd- was phonotactically illegal, forcing the pre-initial ɣ- to be compressed into a
velarised feature of the vowel -ə-: *ʁ-ɣdə-ju > *ʁ-dəˠ-ju > ʁdojú. This example
supports the sound change *-əˠ-> -o- as well as the hypothesis of velarised vowels
presented in Lai (2021b).

4.3.5 Summary of the internal reconstruction
Table 29 summarises the internally reconstructed system for Pre-Khroskyabs, achieved
through examining bound state apophony in modern Siyuewu Khroskyabs. The system
explains every single instance of bound state attested in Siyuewu. All bound state vowels
have a velarised counterpart, with the exception of *-e, for which there is no evidence
of such a pair. One explanation could be that *-eˠ has the same reflex as *-e, similar to
the case of *-ʊ(ˠ). Although *-ʊ and *-ʊˠ might have the same reflex in modern Siyuewu,
their distinction is preserved in non-final positions. The modern reflex of plain *-o will be
discussed in Section 4.4.
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Table 29: Summary of the proposed internal reconstruction.

Final Non-final
Reconstruction Modern Siyuewu Reconstruction Modern Siyuewu
*-æ -i *-æ- -æ-
*-æˠ -ɑ *-æˠ- -ɑ-
*-e -e *-e- -æ-
*-ə -ə *-ə- -æ-
*-əˠ -o *-əˠ- -ə- (before -m), -o-
*-ʊ -u *-ʊ- *-o->-æ-
*-ʊˠ -u *-ʊˠ- *-oˠ->-o-
*-ɯ -ə *-ɯ- -ə-
*-ɯˠ -u *-ɯˠ- -ə-
*-o ? *-o- -æ-
*-oˠ -o *-oˠ- -o-

We do not, however, have sufficient evidence to predict when velarisation will occur
in bound state. In some cases, the independent form and the bound state do not agree in
velarity. For instance, mɲî< (*mɲæ) ‘farmland’ is without velarisation in its independent
form, however, it is velarised in its bound state, mɲɑlɑ́ (< *mɲæˠ-læˠ) ‘farmland’; vjɑd́
(< *vjæˠd) ‘eight’, having a velarised vowel in the independent form, loses the velarity
in bound state: vjêtsə (< *vjæ-ts[ɯ]) ‘eighty’. Velarisation may also have already been
heavily flattened by analogy. The bound state of ʁû ‘head’ is invariably ʁo-, the other
theoretical possibility, ʁæ-, is unattested. These secondary changes must be studied in a
separate paper with more field data.

4.4 External comparisons
In this section, I compare attested forms exhibiting bound states with cognates fromWobzi
Khroskyabs (the ɕâʑə sub-variety), Japhug, Bragbar Situ and Zbu with Siyuewu Khroskyabs
forms and the reconstructed forms.16 The ɕâʑə sub-variety of Wobzi is selected for its con-
servative o-vocalism. For every Siyuewu example, the Pre-Khroskyabs reconstruction and
the forms in other modern Gyalrongic varieties are given. I follow the conventions pro-
posed by Baxter & Sagart (2014) in the reconstructions, using square brackets to indicate
proto-phonemes/features that could have alternative reconstructions, and round brackets
to indicate the possible existence of a proto-phoneme/feature.

4.4.1 Cognates of words with i
Table 30 lists cognates of words that exhibit bound state with i in other Gyalrongic lan-
guages. Earlier, we reconstructed this vowel as *-æ in final positions. In most cases,

16The Japhug data are from Jacques (2015), the Bragbar Situ data from Zhang (2020) and the fieldnotes
of the same author, the Zbu data from Gong (2018).
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*-æ corresponds to Japhug -a, Bragbar Situ -iɛ or -a, and Zbu -e or -i, which should be
considered regular, especially with Japhug and Bragbar Situ.
The cognate for ‘grass’ is problematic. The rhyme -ɤj in Japhug comes from Proto-

East-Gyalrongic *-ɐj (Jacques 2004: 217), which probably does not correspond to *-æ in
Pre-Khroskyabs. In this case, the bound state in Siyuewu Khroskyabs χɕæ- could be the
result of analogy.
Table 30: Cognates of words with i.
Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*pjæ pjezə́ (†pji) ‘sparrow’ pjizí ‘sparrow’ pɣa patɕû ‘chicken’ pɣéʔ bird
*væ vî vî pa viɛ̂ to do
*væ væ̂me (†vi) ‘parents’ vî ‘father’ tɤ-wa ‘father’ father
*ɣvæ ɣvî ɣvî βɣa ɣvî mill
*zæ zî zî tɤ-ftsa tə-ziɛ̂ tse, ze ‘DIM’ son, man
*djæ djî djî ca ciɛ̂ musk deer
*tɕʰæ tɕʰî tɕʰî tʂu tʂaliɛ́ tɕɐ́n bɐ road
*mɲæ mɲí mɲɑlɑ́ tə-mɲiɛ́ farmland
*χɕ[æ] χɕí χɕí xɕaj grass

4.4.2 Cognates of words with æ
The vowel æ only exists in non-final syllables. The three examples that exhibit bound state
are listed in Table 31, and are reconstructed with three different rhymes.
The word for ‘deer’ is unproblematic, as all the other varieties show æ-like vowels.
The word for ‘last night’ could be reconstructed as *ɣmer, ɣmər, *ɣmær or *ɣmor. I

opt for the rounded version to explain the correspondence with Bragbar Situ rə-môr ‘one
night’.
The word for ‘two’ could be reconstructed as *ɣne[z], *ɣnə[z] or *ɣnæ[z], based on

internal and external evidence. *ɣn[e][z] is chosen as most of its cognates have high
vowels. The coda could be either *-ɣ or *-z, but *-z is far more plausible because in
Njorogs Khroskyabs, the form is ɣnéʔs (the -s/-z coda is also attested in East Gyalrongic
varieties). The Siyuewu coda -ɣ should be due to the analogy with ræ̂ɣ ‘one’.
Table 31: Cognates of words with æ.
Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*rtsæz rtsæ̂z rtsɐ̂ qartsʰaz kʰartsʰâs qɐŕtse deer
*ɣm[o]r ɣmæ̂r ɣmɐr̂ jɯɣmɯr ‘tonight’ rə-môr ‘one night’ vɯ-mɯ̂z ‘that night’ last night
*ɣn[e][z] ɣnæ̂ɣ ɣnɐ̂ ʁnɯz kənəẑ ʁnîz two

4.4.3 Cognates of words with ɑ
Table 32 lists Gyalrongic cognates with Siyuewu -ɑ words. Almost all cases correspond to
a-like vowels in other Gyalrongic languages.
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The proto-form ɕvæ(ˠ)r underwent epenthesis in Siyuewu with a schwa inserted be-
tween *ɕ- and *-v-. However, the issue of velarity is problematic. The Siyuewu -ɑ- points
to a velarised *-æˠ-, while the Wobzi -æ- to a plain *-æ-. This variance is not yet explain-
able.
The coda -d in Siyuewu mŋɑd́ ‘five’ is probably analogical, given that we have vjɑd́

‘eight’, ŋgəd́ ‘nine’ and sjəd̂ ‘ten’.
The word for ‘fly (insect)’ is less clear, as there is no independent form attested in

Siyuewu or Wobzi. The form in Njorogs Khroskyabs is ɣvəś, which may be an indication
of a proto *-s or *-z final. The bound state in Siyuewu does not support the Njorogs
vocalism -ə-, but the Njorogs form could be borrowed from Bragbar Situ kəvɐŝ, due to the
geographical proximity between the two varieties. The Japhug cognate βɣɤza is clearly
directly related to Siyuewu ɣvɑzɑ,́ even demonstrating the same diminutive morphology.
Japhug’s relation to Siyuewu within the Gyalrongic branch is, however, relatively distant,
which means ɣvɑzɑ́ can likely be reconstructed as far back as Proto-Gyalrongic. Except
Njorogs, all knownWest-Gyalrongic varieties preserved the diminutive form, with the non-
diminutive form more common in Situ (Lai 2013a). Therefore, it is highly likely that the
Njorogs form is due to language contact with Situ. We provisionally reconstruct*ɣv[æ](z)
with an uncertain rhyme to account for the Njorogs form, in case it is indeed inherited
from the proto-language.
Table 32: Cognates of words with ɑ.

Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*pʰæˠɣ pʰɑɣ̂ pʰɑɣ̂ pæʁ piák pɐʁ̂ pig
*pʰræˠɣ pʰrɑɣ̂ pʰrɑɣ̂ βraʁ prák rock
*vjæˠd vjɑd́ vjɑ́ kɯrcat kərcét vərɟêt eight
*ɕvæ(ˠ)r ɕəvɑŕ ɕɥǽr ɕɤr swiɛŕ ɕwɐrⁿɢəʔ́ ‘midnight’ night
*mŋæˠ(d) mŋɑd́ mŋɑ́ kɯmŋu kəmŋɐĵ kəmŋɐ̂ five
*rɣæˠ rɣɑ̂ rɣɐlí rgali calf
*rŋæˠ rŋɑ́ rŋɑ́ tɯ-rŋa və-rŋéʔ ‘her/his face’ face
*ɣv[æ](z) ɣvæ-/ɣvɑ- ɣvɑzɑ́ βɣɤza kəvɐŝ fly (insect)

4.4.4 Cognates of words with e
In this section, the plain *-o, which was left untreated in Section 4, is reconstructed.
The Siyuewu -e has two correspondence patterns in other Gyalrongic languages. It

either corresponds to unrounded front vowels in East Gyalrongic, such as sê ‘wood’ and
rcʰê ‘tie’, or to the rounded vowel -o in East Gyalrongic, as in fté ‘slope’, †fse ‘early morning’
and jê ‘3SG.REFL’. See Table 33.
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Table 33: Cognates of words with e.
Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*se sê sî si ɕé sət́ɕʰɐʁ ‘firewood’ wood
*rcʰe rcʰê rcʰi rcʰé to tie
*fto fté ‘slope’ ftó mtó forehead
*fso †fse fsô fso ‘tomorrow’ soɕní ‘tomorrow’ fsí-/fsó- early morning
*jo jê jô ʑo tə-ɟə̂ tə-jɐʔ́ 3SG.REFL

For the -e that corresponds to unrounded vowels, *-ewas reconstructed in Section 4.3.2.
For the -e that corresponds to -o, *-o is reconstructed, hence the Siyuewu sound change
in (11).
(11) *-o> -e
This particular sound change seems to have occurred relatively recently, and must

postdate the split of Siyuewu from Pre-Khroskyabs, as the ɕâʑə variety of Wobzi (and a few
other Khroskyabs dialects such as Xiaoyili) still preserves the o-vocalism. Siyuewu, Wobzi
of ʁɑgû and Guanyinqiao all underwent this sound change individually. In Guanyinqiao
Khroskyabs, the sound change even affected some recent borrowings, the personal name
mtsho.mo is pronounced as mtsʰemû, from earlier †mtsʰomû.
Some internal evidence within Siyuewu can also confirm this late change.

1. The word jôtəɣ ‘casually’ probably consists of jê ‘3SG.REFL’ and a definitive marker
as in æ̂təɣ ‘DEM’. If the etymology is valid, we can reconstruct*joˠtɯ(ˠ)ɣ for this
form. It shows o-vocalism, which implies that the isolated form must be *jo.

2. The interrogative adverb tʰjôɣ ‘why’ is derived from tʰjæ̂ ‘what’ plus an instrumental
marker=ɣə. tʰjæ̂ ‘what’ is related to tʰjê ‘what’ in Wobzi Khroskyabs (ʁɑgû) and tʰî
‘what’ in Guanyinqiao Khroskyabs. The Guanyinqiao form, tʰî, is the base, and the
Wobzi form, tʰjê, is a contraction of tʰî ‘what’ + jê ‘3SG.REFL’. The Siyuewu form,
tʰjæ̂, is an isolation of the bound state of tʰjê. Therefore, the Siyuewu ‘what’ must
have been †tʰjê at some point in time.
The word for ‘why’, on the other hand, should be reconstructed as *tʰjoˠɣ (either the
velarisation contrast is lost in *-o(ˠ)ɣ, or *-o- automatically velarises when followed
by *-ɣ in Siyuewu), and can be understood to have demonstrated o-vocalism. We
need to reconstruct tʰjê as *tʰjo to account for it’s relation with tʰjôɣ ‘why’.

4.4.5 Cognates of words with ə
Table 34 shows the examples with ə that exhibit bound state.
The proto-form *sjə̂ is reconstructed for ‘ten’, despite the fact that the Siyuewu form

has a coda -d. This -d should be considered analogical in that it should hypothetically not
exist in the proto-language, as none of the other modern Gyalrongic varieties exhibits this
coda. If we had taken this -d into account, we would have to reconstruct *sjɯd, which
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would well derive sjəd̂ in modern Siyuewu. However, instead of the attested sjæ-, one
would then expect to find †sjə- as the bound state form.
The word for ‘three’ is reconstructed as *xsəˠm, which would have produced *xsôm at

an earlier stage, before going on to become xsəm̂. The o-vocalism is preserved in Njorogs,
for which the word is xsôm.
Table 34: Cognates of words with ə.

Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*sjə sjəd̂ sjə̂ sqi zɟé sɐʁɐ́ ten
*xsəˠm xsəm̂ xsəm̂ χsɯm kəsəm̂ χsóm three

The proto-final-vowel *-ɯ is not expected to exhibit bound state, as its non-final coun-
terpart, *-ɯ-, produces -ə- as in syllable final positions.

4.4.6 Cognates of words with o
Table 35 summarises the cognates of words with o.
Table 35: Cognates of words with o.
Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*bro(ˠ) bró bró mbro mbró ⁿbrɑ́ horse
*rboˠ rbô rbô rpɣo ‘top of a hill’ rvó ‘halfway up a hill’ top of a house
*m[o](ˠ)ɣ môɣ mɑɣ̂ tɯ-mɲaʁ tə-mɲák ɐ-mɲɐʁ̂ ‘my eyes’ eye

The word for ‘horse’ is reconstructed as *bro(ˠ) in Pre-Khroskyabs. Velarity is present in
Siyuewu and Wobzi, but the Guanyinqiao form bré points to a plain *bro. There are three
explanations. First, *broˠ and *bro could be proto-variations,17 with the Guanqyinqiao
form inherited from the plain variant, and the Siyuewu andWobzi forms inherited from the
velarised variant. Second, ‘horse’ could be reconstructed as a plain *bro, which regularly
produces bré, with bró being a borrowing from other Gyalrongic languages, such as Situ.
Third, it could be reconstructed as a velarised *broˠ, and Guanyinqiao can be presumed
to have undergone a second wave of unrounding: *-oˠ> -o> -e.
As for the *rboˠ ‘top of a house’, it is likely that the velar medial in Japhug rpɣo ‘top

of a hill’ is a trace of velarisation.
The vowel of the word for ‘eye’ in Pre-Khroskyabs is reconstructed as *-o-. This re-

construction is plausible within Khroskyabs varieties, as the Wobzi rhyme -ɑɣ regularly
corresponds to -æɣ, -ɑɣ and -oɣ in Siyuewu. The presence of a-like vowels in all other
Gyalrongic languages is unexplainable at present.

17However, “proto-variations”, as referred to in this example, must be addressed with rigorous historical
comparative methodology (Fellner & Hill 2019). In this case, the velarity of *broˠ could be a trace of some
ancient affix.
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4.4.7 Cognates of words with u
In Table 36, cognates of words with u that exhibit bound state are listed. Modern Siyuewu
-u comes from *-ʊ(ˠ) or *-ɯˠ. It is clear from the table that most *-ʊ(ˠ) correspond to -u
in Japhug and Zbu, and -o in Bragbar Situ.
As for *-ɯˠ, the word for ‘bowl’, *qʰɯˠ, is confirmed by the unrounded vocalisms in

Japhug and especially by that of Bragbar Situ.
The word for ‘fry (barley)’, rŋû, corresponds to Japhug rŋu and Bragbar Situ rŋô, which

points to the proto-form *rŋʊ(ˠ). However, based on the behaviour of its bound state, rŋə-,
one needs to reconstruct*rŋɯˠ. I stick to the internal reconstruction *rŋɯˠ, as the sound
changes between East and West Gyalrongic are still poorly understood.
The word ɲû ‘ear’ is reconstructed as *ɲɯˠ. In East Gyalrongic languages, the word

‘ear’ is tɯ-rna in Japhug, tə-rniɛ̂ in Bragbar Situ, and tə-rnɑʔ́ in Zbu, which are potential
loanwords from Tibetan rna ‘ear’. In Khang.gsar Stau, the cognate is ɲə.
Table 36: Cognates of words with u.

Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Wobzi (ɕâʑə) Japhug Bragbar Situ Zbu Gloss
*vdzʊ(ˠ) vdzû vdzû tɤ-mdzu tə-mdzó thorn
skʊ(ˠ) skû skû ɕku ɕkó skúʔ scallion
*ʁu(ˠ) ʁû ʁû tɯ-ku ta-wô tə-kúʔ head
*vɟʊ(ˠ) vɟú vɟú kə-rⁿbjúʔ ‘be human’ man, human
*lʊ(ˠ) lú lú tɤ-lu tə-ló tɐ-ltʰə̂ milk
*qʰɯˠ qʰû qʰû kʰɯtsa kʰí bowl
*rŋɯˠ rŋû rŋû rŋu rŋô rŋóʔ fry (barley)
*ɲɯˠ ɲû ɲû ear

4.4.8 Other proto-vowels
There are two pairs of proto-vowels proposed in Lai (2021b) that are not treated in this
paper. They are *i/*iˠ and *u/*uˠ. As these vowels do not show the plain/velarised
contrast in non-final positions, they cannot be reconstructed through bound state analyses.
A number of examples with -i and -uwithout bound state might be reconstructed with *-i(ˠ)
and *-u(ˠ). For example, xtsî ‘gruel’ does not undergo apophony in xtsîpətæʁ ‘gruel with
noodle slices’, and is cognate with Japhug tɯtsʰi ‘gruel’, perhaps pointing to an earlier
*xtsi(ˠ). Similarly, sú ‘cattle’, similarly, does not have a bound state, as in suɲɑ̂ ‘cattle
excrement’, its proto-form is probably *su(ˠ).
The reconstructions proposed here should be revised as long as new evidence from

Khroskyabs dialects are revealed.

4.5 The Pre-Khroskyabs vowel system
Figure 4 shows a system of reconstructed vowels in Pre-Khroskyabs. Except for e, which
shows no evidence of a velarised counterpart, all the other vowels have a plain-velarised
contrast.
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*æ(ˠ)

*ʊ(ˠ)

*ə(ˠ)

*u(ˠ)•*ɯ(ˠ)•

*o(ˠ)*e

*i(ˠ)

Figure 4: Pre-Khroskyabs vowel system.

Table 37 shows the sound changes which occurred to the proto-vowels in both final
and non-final positions as they shifted towards modern Siyuewu Khroskyabs in the same
positions. There is no internal evidence for the modern reflexes of final *-i(ˠ) and *-u(ˠ).
Table 37: Summary of Pre-Khroskyabs’s internal reconstruction.

Final Non-final
Reconstruction Modern Siyuewu Reconstruction Modern Siyuewu
*-i(ˠ) -i (?) *-i(ˠ)- -i-
*-æ -i *-æ- -æ-
*-æˠ -ɑ *-æˠ- -ɑ-
*-e -e *-e- -æ-
*-ə -ə *-ə- -æ-
*-əˠ -o *-əˠ- -ə- (before -m), -o-
*-ʊ -u *-ʊ- *-o->-æ-
*-ʊˠ -u *-ʊˠ- *-oˠ->-o-
*-ɯ -ə *-ɯ- -ə-
*-ɯˠ -u *-ɯˠ- -ə-
*-u(ˠ) -u (?) *-u(ˠ)- -u-
*-o e *-o- -æ-
*-oˠ -o *-oˠ- -ə- (before -m), -o-

The naturalness of this reconstructed vowel inventory might bear the problem of hav-
ing too many contrasts in back and rounded vowels, which are asymmetrically distributed
against the front vowels. However, such asymmetry is not entirely rare in languages of
the world. Ostyak shows contrasts among high back/rounded vowels, ʉ, ɯ and u, while
not exhibiting similar contrasts within the front vowels (i, æ and a) (Stanford Phonol-
ogy Archive 2019a). Vietnamese distinguishes ɤ from o, ʌ from ɔ, and presents u, while
having only three front vowels ɪ, e and ɛ (Stanford Phonology Archive 2019b). Further
comparative studies will hopefully allow for the postulation of a more refined vowel in-
ventory for Khroskyabs. For now, the current system suffices to explain the phenomena
we encountered so far.
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5 Handling of Tangut cognates
The history of Tangut, an extinct Trans-Himalayan language once spoken in today’s Ningxia
Province, China, is a hot topic among historical linguists working on related languages.
Tangut has long been assumed to be a Qiangic language, though its affiliations with other
Qiangic languages remain uncertain. Sagart et al. (2019) shows phylogenetic evidence
which supports the classification of Tangut with Gyalrongic. Based on lexical innovations,
Lai et al. (2020) further demonstrates that Tangut should be a West Gyalrongic language,
meaning that Tangut and Khroskyabs are much more closely related than we previously
believed.
Tangut rhymes have traditionally been reconstructed along three grades (Gong Hwang-

Cherng 1994). Grade I rhymes are reconstructed with a plain vowel, Grade II with a -i-
medial, and Grade III with a -j- medial. Two recent works, both by Gong Xun (2017;
2020), propose a revised version of Tangut rhyme reconstruction: Grade I rhymes are
reconstructed with a uvularised vowel, Grade II with a pharyngeal -ʕ- medial together
with a uvularised vowel, and Grade III with a plain vowel. Grade I and Grade II rhymes
that are reconstructed with uvularised vowels are not compatible with velar consonants.
Thus, Gong Hwang-Cherng’s velar initials followed by Grade I and II rhymes are revised
to uvular consonants. Similarly, non-uvular Grade III rhymes are not compatible with
uvular consonants, so relevant forms reconstructed by Gong Hwang-Cherng remain velar.
Table 38 summarises Gong Xun’s revision.
Table 38: Gong Xun’s (2017; 2020) revision of Tangut rhymes.

Grade Tangut Gong Hwang-Cherng Gong Xun Gloss
Grade I 𘖧 ɣa¹ ʁaʶ¹ needle
Grade II 𘖭 khia² qhʕaʶ² ploughshare
Grade III 𘀺 khja² kha² draw (water)

The uvularisation hypothesis, similar to our reconstruction of velarisation, is a guttural
colouring of vowels. Given the proposed affiliation between Tangut and Khroskyabs, one
should ask if Tangut uvularisation is, at least in part, related to Khroskyabs velarisation.
Tangut uvularisation has two main origins: inherited (‘primary’, to use Gong Xun’s

2017 term) and innovated (‘secondary’ in Gong Xun’s 2017 terminology). Inherited velar-
isation can be traced back to Proto-Gyalrongic. It corresponds to Zbu velarisation (Gong
2017), such as𗮸5274 pə̣ʁ ¹ ‘pus’, related to Zbu tɑzvɯ̂ ‘pus’ (ɯ is a velarised vowel in
Zbu), and𗩁2878 bʕịʶ¹ ‘willow’, related to Zbu zⁿbrɯ́ʔ ‘willow’. Innovated uvularisation,
on the other hand, could be derived from surrounding gutteral segments. This type of
uvularisation regularly corresponds to uvular codas, medials, preinitials or pre-syllables
in East Gyalrongic. For example,𗖳0630 laʶ¹ ‘to weave’ corresponds to Japhug taʁ ‘weave’
and Zbu tɐʁ̂ ‘weave’, and𗈋1490 tsuʶr¹ ‘winter’ to Japhug qartsɯ ‘winter’ and Zbu qɐrtsóʔ
‘winter’ (Gong 2020).
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Khroskyabs may have undergone similar innovated velarisation by compressing a gut-
teral element into a vowel, but this process may well have happened separately from
Tangut. Inherited velarisation in Khroskyabs is to be compared with inherited uvularisa-
tion in Tangut. In the remainder of this section, I compare Proto-Khoskyabs examples with
their Tangut cognates.
Khroskyabs, like Japhug, share more than 300 cognates with Tangut (Jacques 2014a;

Lai et al. 2020). In the following comparative study, only examples with confirmed ve-
larisation status in Khroskyabs are taken into consideration, resulting in a total of 65 cog-
nates analysed.18 I will first compare cognates where Khroskyabs velarisation corresponds
to Tangut uvularisation (Section 5.1), then, those where Khroskyabs velarisation corre-
sponds to Tangut non-uvularisation (Section 5.2), and finally, those where Khroskyabs
non-velarisation corresponds to Tangut uvularisation (Section 5.3).

5.1 Khroskyabs velarisation = Tangut uvularisation
Table 39 shows the 32 examples in which Khroskyabs velarisation corresponds to Tangut
uvularisation.19 Although in some examples Tangut may have innovated the uvularisation
from Proto-Gyalrongic guttural codas (-ɣ, -ʁ), as reflected in Khroksyabs and in Japhug,
most of the examples do not have these codas, and should be considered inherited from at
least Proto-West-Gyalrongic. One should also notice that the West Gyalrongic innovations,
from *ɣd[o]ˠ ‘be poor’ to *kɯ(ˠ)tæˠ ‘dog’, all of them without a velar coda, represent a
considerable portion of velarisation/uvularisation correspondences.
Table 39: Khroskyabs velarisation = Tangut uvularisation.

Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Tangut Japhug Gloss
*pʰæˠɣ pʰɑɣ̂ 𗗾0294 waʶ¹ paʁ pig
*zbl[o]ˠv zblóv 𘔳3299 lwiʶw¹ tɤ-jlɤβ steam
*xsəˠm xsəm̂ 𘕕5865 sọʶ¹ χsɯm three
*qʰɯˠ qʰû 𗝎4189 qhuʶ¹ kʰɯtsa bowl
*lvæˠɣ lvɑɣ́ 𘑉5172 wạʶ¹ tɯ-rpaʁ shoulder
*ʁæˠv ʁɑv́ 𘖧4935 ʁaʶ¹ ta-qaβ needle
*læˠlæˠ lɑlɑ̂ 𗴷0004 laʶ² ɬaʁ aunt
*sepʰoˠ sæpô 𘕰5814 phuʶ² tɯ-pʰɯ tree
*ɣmæˠɣ ɣmɑɣ́ 𗑇4820 mạʶ¹ tɯ-nmaʁ son-in-law
*rts[o]ˠ rtsô 𗈋1490 tsuʶr¹ qa-rtsɯ winter
*rtsʰ[ə]ˠz rtsʰóz 𗮺5105 tsə̣ʁ ¹ tɯ-rtsʰɤz lung
*rdzæˠv rdzɑv́ 𘟋0045 zaʶr¹ mɤrtsaβ be spicy
*dæˠɣ dɑɣ̂ 𗖳0630 laʶ¹ taʁ weave
*jæˠɣ jɑɣ̂ 𗣉3192 laaʶ¹ jaʁ be thick
*vloˠd vlód 𗄨4506 luʶ² βlɯ kindle
*mb[o]ˠ mbô 𘙢1391 baʶ¹ tɯ-mbɣo be deaf

18Cognate judgment is based on Jacques (2014a) and Lai et al. (2020).
19West Gyalrongic innovations, identified according to Lai et al. (2020), are in light-grey backgrounds in

the tables.
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Table 39 – continued from previous page
Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Tangut Japhug Gloss
*ŋoˠz ŋóz 𘟂0508 ŋwuʶ² ŋu be
*qæˠr qɑŕ 𗷎4480 qaʶr² qɤt separate
*b[o]ˠ bô 𗪽2101 buʶr¹ rmbɯ accumulate
*rŋæˠ rŋɑ̂ 𗼂2200 baʶ¹ ɣɤrʁaʁ hunt
*pʰr[ə]ˠm pʰrəm̂ 𗴂1572 phʕoʶw¹ wɣrum white
*rpʰ[ə]ˠm rpʰəḿ 𘒓0975 paʶr¹ ‘congeal’ jpɣom ice
*rtsʰæˠv rtsʰɑv́ 𘟌0512 tsaʶ¹ mdzartsiɛ́ (Bragbar) Xanthoxyle
*mŋoˠd mŋód 𗥋2128 məəʶ¹ ɣɤmɯt blow
*rd[ɯ]ˠ rdû 𗀮0091 theʶw² a-tɯɣ meet
*dæˠɣ dɑɣ̂ 𗀀0008 doʶ¹ tɤ-ndɤɣ poison
*pʰ[o]ˠ pʰó 𗾽2451 pọʶ² pʰɣo flee
*ɣd[o]ˠ ɣdó 𘔫0214 lụʶ² poor
*ʁr[o]ˠ ʁrô 𗨬𘍋 ruʶr¹raʶr² narrow
*ɣ[o]ˠ ɣó 𗟭1274 woʶ² be able
*næˠr[æ] nɑr̂i 𗧣𘌫 naʶ¹raʶr² tomorrow
*kɯ(ˠ)tæˠ kətɑ 𗃞𗗿 kəʶ¹taʶ¹ ‘puppy’ dog

5.2 Khroskyabs velarisation = Tangut non-uvularisation
Table 40 shows examples of velarisation in Khroskyabs corresponding to non-uvularisation
in Tangut. The first three examples, 𘉋4602 ʔar¹ ‘eight’, 𘜍0811 ʔaar² ‘day’, and𗃆1894

ʔar¹ ‘daughter-in-law’, are probably regular, as the uvular colouring is probably removed
in these words (Gong 2017). The rest of the examples, including the West Gyalrongic
innovation, *m[ə]ˠri(ˠ)d ‘footprint’, are less straightforward to explain.
The Tangut word𘖊5382𘅙0575 mə²rar² ‘footprint’ is probably related to the combina-

tion of𘖊5382 mə² ‘leg’ and𘅤1715 rar¹ ‘write’, originally meaning ‘leg/foot that is written’.
In Siyuewu, the cognate is moríd (< *m[ə]ˠrid). The second syllable, rid, is related to the
attested past stem (Stem 2) of rǽd ‘write’, which is rîd. The first part, the now obsolete
mo- (< *m[ə]ˠ-), is logically related to𘖊5382 mə² ‘leg’ in Tangut. A possible explanation
for its velarity is that the irregular velarisation in Khroskyabs is due to a verbal prefix on
rîd (write.II), as this verb normally requires a velar kə- as its past prefix, as shown in (12).
(12) jəd̂oŋvɑ=ɣə

habitant.of.jəd̂oŋ=ERG
ætə̂
DEM

dʑədə=́tə
book=DEF

ræ̂
one
ku-rîd
PST.INV-write.II

‘Someone from jəd̂oŋ wrote that book.’
(syw267520)

Alternatively, the velar prefix could be an old marker for the patient-like relativisation,
kV-, widely found in East Gyalrongic languages (Jacques 2016; Sun 2006). Khroskyabs
20“Syw2675” means the 2675th sentence in my database. The reader is invited to contact me for more

examples.
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may have also had this prefix, however it is no longer used. *kV-rid could therefore have
meant ‘thing that is written’.
The Siyuewu form may have undergone the change outlined in (13).
(13) *mə *kV-rid> *mə-k-rid> *məˠrid
The examples *ɕvæ(ˠ)r ‘evening’ and *bro(ˠ) ‘horse’ are probably irregular in Khroskyabs,

as one would expect them to have been non-velarised on the basis of external comparison,
as discussed in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.6.
Notice that except for *m[o]ˠ ‘brother’, all the other examples from ‘footprint’ to ‘need’

are verbs. It could be that it is Khroskyabs that underwent some secondary velarisation,
compressing, for example, the Gyalrongic inifinitve prefix *kV-, into the vowel. If this
explanation is valid, the only irregular form that should not have undergone velarisation
is *m[o]ˠ ‘brother’.
Table 40: Khroskyabs velarisation = Tangut non-uvularisation.

Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Tangut Japhug Gloss
*vjæˠd vjɑd́ 𘉋4602 ʔar¹ kɯrcat eight
*rjæˠɣ rjɑɣ́ 𘜍0811 ʔaar² ‘day’ tɤ-rʑaʁ day and night
*rjæˠv rjɑv́ 𗃆1894 ʔar¹ ‘daughter-in-law’ tɤ-rʑaβ wife
*ɕvæ(ˠ)r ɕəvɑŕ 𘈝0284 ɕwo¹ ɕɤr evening
*bro(ˠ) bró 𘆝0764 rejr¹ mbro horse
*m[ə]ˠrid moríd 𘖊𘅙 mɨ²rar² footprint
*rm[o]ˠ rmô 𘈞0330 meej¹ rma ‘spend a night somewhere’ dream
*sæˠd sɑd̂ 𗜍4225 sa¹ sat kill
*cʰ[o]ˠ cʰô 𗀘0070 thwə¹ ‘excavate’ cɯ open
*snæˠd snɑd́ 𘐂5192 nwə²̣ nɯt burn
*ɣdʑəˠv ɣdʑóv 𘔂4662 dʑə¹̣ ndʑɤβ burn
*r[o]ˠ(d) ród 𘃜5523 rar¹ ra need
*m[o]ˠ mô 𘇻0355 mu¹ ‘mother’s brother’ tɤ-wɤmɯ brother

5.3 Khroskyabs non-velarisation = Tangut uvularisation
Table 41 shows non-velarised examples in Khroskyabs that correspond to uvularised cog-
nates in Tangut.
Most of the uvularised cognates with Tangut shown in the table are innovations. For

the first four examples, from ‘bird’ to ‘ten’, uvularisation could be caused by the velar or
uvular medials preserved in Khroskyabs or Japhug. For the next five examples, from ‘sister’
to ‘half’, uvularisation is due to the uvular initial preserved in Khroskyabs and Japhug.
The following example, ‘side’, gets its uvularisation from the gutteral codas preserved in
Khroskyabs and Japhug. The examples from ‘deer’ to ‘drum’ may have had uvular or velar
preinitials originally, as their cognates show.
The last five examples lack satisfactory explanations. However, the pharyngeal medial

-ʕ- in Tangut, as reconstructed by Gong (2017), is always accompanied by the uvularisation
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of the following vowel. Therefore, the uvularisation on𗧑2475 phʕaʶ¹ ‘break’,𘏒5390 phʕiʶ²
‘loosen, detach’ and𗺍4036𗩳3332 dʑʕwəʶ¹dʑʕ(w)iʶ¹ ‘pull’ could also be secondary.21 The
remaining two examples will be unexplained.22

Table 41: Khroskyabs non-velarisation = Tangut uvularisation.

Pre-Khroskyabs Siyuewu Tangut Japhug Gloss
*pjæz[ə] pjezə́ 𘎃5134 wiʶ¹ pɣa bird
*sj[ə]̂(d) sjəd̂ 𗰗1084 ʁạʶ¹ sqi ten
*nzɣæ nzɣí 𘗃4966 wịʶ¹ sɣa rust
*nsɣ[ə] ntsʰɣə́ 𗗫5957 tseʶr¹ ntsɣe sell
*sqæ sqí 𗧎3361 qʕẹʶj¹ tɤ-sqʰɤj sister
*sʁæ sʁî 𗣓2144 ʁʕẹʶ¹ sqa cook
*vʁæ vʁî 𗫁3596 ʁʕweʶ¹ βʁa win
*rqo rqê 𘙴0458 qoʶr¹ tɯ-rqo throat
*cʰ[ɯ] cʰə̂ 𗸕0074 qhwəʶ¹ tɯ-qiɯ half
*pʰæɣ pʰæ̂ɣ 𘊱3936 phaʶ¹ ɯ-pʰaʁ side
*rtsæz rtsæ̂z 𗰊5181 tsaʶr¹ ‘wild animal’ qartsʰaz deer
*χspæ χspî 𗰝0499 pʕịʶ¹ qaɕpa frog
*ʁm[ɯ] ʁmə̂ 𗜐4408 məəʶ¹ smi fire
*ɣd[ə] ɣdə́ 𗗣5845 (l)(w)əʶ² χtɯ buy
*ɣbo ɣbê 𗭹5528 baʶr¹ tɤ-rmbɣo drum
*pʰræd pʰrǽd 𗧑2475 phʕaʶ¹ prɤt break
*pʰr[ə] pʰrə̂ 𘏒5390 phʕiʶ² loosen, detach
*dʑ[ə]dʑ[ə] dʑəd̂ʑə 𗺍𗩳 dʑʕwəʶ¹dʑʕ(w)iʶ¹ pull
*m[ɯ] mə̂ 𗹦3513 məʶ¹ tɯ-mɯ sky
*ɣm[o]r ɣmæ̂r 𘀎3925 muʶr¹ ‘darkness’ jɯɣmɯr ‘tonight’ last night

5.4 Summary
Table 42 summarises the counts of explainable and unexplainable cognates, a distinction
between strictly and loosely (un)explainable is made according to the analyses of the pre-
21As a reviewer points out, There is no evidence of the initial, rhyme and tone of 𗺍4036𗩳3332

dʑʕwəʶ¹dʑʕ(w)iʶ¹ ‘pull’ in the Tangut manuscripts. The current reconstruction is based on the possible rhyme
alternation discussed in Gong (1997), note 8.
22The preinitial ɣ- in *ɣmæ̂r ‘last night’ is not related to the uvularisation in the cognate with Tangut

(which means ‘darkness’), it is a morpheme meaning ‘last’, also found in xsnə́ (/ɣ-snə/́ (last-day)) ‘yesterday’.
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vious sections.
Table 42: Comparison counts.

Total counts Explainable Unexplainable
Khros. velar = Tang. uvular 32
Khros. velar = Tang. non-uvular 13 5 (strict), 12 (loose) 8 (strict), 1 (loose)
Khros. non-velar = Tang. uvular 20 15 (strict), 17 (loose) 5 (strict), 3 (loose)
Total 65 52 (strict), 61 (loose) 13 (strict), 4 (loose)

Among the 65 cognate sets, between 52 and 61 can be considered regular, and irregular
sets could be reduced to as few as 4. This observation indicates that Khroskyabs velarisa-
tion is historically related to Tangut uvularisation. Moreover, all of the 7 West Gyalrongic
innovations included in this analysis are at least loosely explainable, with 5 strictly corre-
sponding to each other (as well as one marginally explained), implying that velarisation/
uvularisation continued as a productive process in Proto-West-Gyalrongic.

6 Final remarks
This paper proposes a reconstruction of the Pre-Khroskyabs vowel system based on the
analysis of bound state apophony in compound words. The actual problem that this paper
solves is restricted to one of the Khroskyabs varieties; however, by proposing a technical
analysis to the apophony problem, I have shown that the results can be directly compared
to similar phenomena in other Gyalrongic languages, especially Tangut, which is the only
attested mediaeval Gyalrongic language. The successful cross-linguistic comparison im-
plies that velarisation is important to Trans-Himalayan historical linguistics.
In particular, I have shown that: 1) modern Siyuewu Khroskyabs -i that corresponds

to Gyalrong *-a should be reconstructed with an open vowel as *-æ, and that 2) modern
Siyuewu Khroskyabs -e corresponding to Gyalrong *-o should be reconstructed as *-o.
That is to say, the raising of *-æ and *-o must have happened at least by the time of the
West Gyalrongic split.
Vowel raising and fronting, or “brightening”, to use Matisoff’s (2004) term, is widely

found in Burmo-Gyalrongic languages. In Gyalrongic languages, it happened in most West
Gyalrongic varieties, especially Khroskyabs and Tangut, and affected some East Gyalrongic
branches, such as Zbu (Gong 2018) and Bragbar Situ (Zhang 2019). This phenomenon
could be considered an areal feature which developed independently in different lan-
guages.
“Brightening” is common not only in Burmo-Gyalrongic languages, but also in many

languages in the world: Attic-Ionic Greek raised *-aː into *-eː (Samuels 2017: 92), modern
Sarawak varieties are known to have fronted proto-*a into e or i in different positions
(Blust 2000), not to mention the famous Great Vowel Shift, involving both raising and
lowering, in particular, with the Old English aː turning into eɪ, and further into iə in some
English dialects.
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To explain vowel raising and fronting in modern Siyuewu, as well as other phenomena
observed in apophony, I postulated a series of velarised vowels. Some velarisations are
inherited, others are innovated, but briefly speaking, velarisation blocked vowel raising
and it is the inherited velarisation that is most important to compare from a Gyalrongic
perspective.
As velarisation is also attested Zbu (Gong 2018; Sun 2004) and Shangzhai (Sun 2000a),

and velar segments corresponding to some velarised vowels in Khroskyabs are attested in
Japhug, there is no doubt that velarisation is an old phenomenon. I have demonstrated
in the paper that Khroskyabs velarisation is consistent with Tangut uvularisation, which
is even true for shared innovated items across the two languages. The productivity of ve-
larisation or uvularisation continued in Proto-West-Gyalrongic, which also indicates that
this phenomenon could have some segmental origin with certain grammatical functions.
Future studies on Proto-Gyalrongic rhyme systems should not neglect the existence of ve-
larisation, which now seems to be vital for the understanding of Gyalrongic historical
morphophonology.
Apart from the significance for Trans-Himalayan historical linguistics, the present pa-

per also underlines the importance of understanding the internal morphology of a lan-
guage. Although scholars agree upon the importance of internal reconstruction in his-
torical linguistics, its role in assisting comparative study may still be underestimated, es-
pecially when specialists are not entirely familiar with all the varieties they compare.
Moreover, in many cases, the Comparative Method can, more often than not, explain
things that can also be explained by internal reconstruction. If Hittite had been deci-
phered before Saussure, laryngeals would have been reconstructed through the Compara-
tive Method. However, this study is an example showing that internal reconstruction can
explain phenomena that the Comparative Method cannot explain. Internally reconstructed
forms could stand to be more archaic than proto-forms reconstructed through external
comparison. Some Pre-Khroskyabs vocalic contrasts, such as *æ/*æˠ and *-ʊ-/*-o-, can
hardly be reconstructed by comparing different dialects. Needless to say, without internal
reconstruction, we will not be able to explain bound state apophony and other relevant
phenomena.

Abbreviations
Glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules. Additional abbreviations are listed as follows:
DIM: diminutive, INV: inverse, PART: particle.
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